Intraoperative ultrasound for guidance and tissue shift correction in image-guided neurosurgery
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We present a surgical guidance system that incorporates pre-operative image information (e.g., MRI) with intraoperative ultrasound (US) imaging to detect and correct for brain tissue deformation during image-guided neurosurgery (IGNS). Many interactive IGNS implementations employ pre-operative images as a guide to the surgeons throughout the procedure. However, when a craniotomy is involved, tissue movement during a procedure can be a significant source of error in these systems. By incorporating intraoperative US imaging, the target volume can be scanned at any time, and two-dimensional US images may be compared directly to the corresponding slice from the pre-operative image. Homologous points may be mapped from the intraoperative to the pre-operative image space with an accuracy of better than 2 mm, enabling the surgeon to use this information to assess the accuracy of the guidance system along with the progress of the procedure (e.g., extent of lesion removal) at any time during the operation. Anatomical features may be identified on both the pre-operative and intraoperative images and used to generate a deformation map, which can be used to warp the pre-operative image to match the intraoperative US image. System validation is achieved using a deformable multi-modality imaging phantom, and preliminary clinical results are presented. © 2000 American Association of Physicists in Medicine. [S0094-2405(00)01404-8]
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Image-guided neurosurgery (IGNS)

Radiological images have been used as a guide in neurosurgery for decades. Soon after their introduction by Roentgen, surgeons took advantage of this new form of information to better plan and perform surgical procedures. In 1918, Aubrey Mussen built a stereotactic frame designed for human use. However, it was not until 30 years later (after his death) that this device was re-discovered. Subsequently, Spiegel and Wycis in 1947 further developed this technique of stereotaxy, which involved the use of a three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system for the human brain. These coordinates were defined with respect both to the brain and radiographic images that were acquired with a reference (or stereotactic) frame attached to the patient’s head.

Although the stereotactic frame is still in use for many surgical procedures, particularly where high accuracy and precision are required in the localization of targets, other techniques have recently been developed to provide more flexible and interactive means of relating structures within the brain to images obtained pre-operatively. This field has become known as interactive image guided neurosurgery (IGNS). IGNS enables the surgeon to navigate within the patient’s brain using pre-operative images as a guide, by using a handheld computer-tracked probe or other instruments during the procedure in the operating room (OR). Following a calibration procedure, three-dimensional position and orientation of such a probe may be relayed to a computer and displayed within the three-dimensional pre-operative image.

Many investigators have described IGNS systems that use pre-operative anatomical images, including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CT) and digital subtraction angiography (DSA), as a navigational guide. In addition to anatomical information, others have described systems that incorporate functional information in the form of positron emission tomography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to improve the information content used for neuro-navigation.
All of these systems relate the real-world coordinates of the patient to those of the pre-operative images using a rigid body transformation. This transformation is calculated either by identifying implanted markers,\textsuperscript{15–18} or external features on both the patient and anatomical images and employing a least squares minimization procedure to determine the spatial transformation between the two sets of data. Alternatively, a similar result may be achieved by sampling a series of points on the skin surface with a probe or optical scanning system, and calculating the transform that best fits these points to a segmented representation of the skin derived from the images.\textsuperscript{19}

**B. Accuracy considerations in IGNS**

There are several sources of error associated with IGNS systems, all of which lead to the position of the tracked probe being incorrectly reported in relation to the images being used for guidance. These errors can be linked to the failure of two basic assumptions:

1. that the equipment, registration and images are perfectly accurate, i.e., the pointer tracking device is free of positioning error, the registration between the patient and image spaces is error free, and that the images are free from spatial distortion; and,
2. that the equipment and volume of interest form a completely rigid system, i.e., the structures of interest within the brain remain in the same position with respect to the external fiducial points used for patient-image registration and the tracking device throughout the procedure.

Commercially available tracking devices can provide position and orientation information with sub-millimeter accuracy. Simple point matching, where homologous point-pairs are identified manually in the images and on the patient, followed by a least-squares distance minimization technique, can yield patient-image coordinate mapping with accuracy on the order of 2–3 mm.\textsuperscript{20} MRI (the most common image modality used in IGNS) image distortion is highly dependent on acquisition parameters and is the subject of investigation in our laboratory.\textsuperscript{21} Geometric distortion can be in the order of 2–5 mm if no precautions are taken to avoid it.\textsuperscript{22–24}

During a neurosurgical procedure, the patient’s head is generally rigidly fixed to the operating table using a clamp that immobilizes the skull using compression pins. Either the tracker itself, or a tracked reference object, is attached directly to the head fixation device forming a rigid system consisting of the patient’s skull, the fixation device and the tracker. During open craniotomies, the release of intracranial pressure, the effect of gravity and drugs, and the resection of tissue, cause the brain to distort with respect to the skull, and more importantly, the external registration points. IGNS systems based on pre-operative information cannot account for this movement which is often in the order of 15 mm, and can exceed 25 mm.\textsuperscript{25,26}

**C. Intraoperative mapping of brain movement**

In order to measure the extent of brain shift, a means of acquiring anatomical images of the brain after it has shifted is required. This problem may be approached in two ways: The shape of the exposed brain can be tracked by sampling its surface with a physical pointer or by using a range sensor, or alternatively, by acquiring tomographic information using an intraoperative imaging device, either MRI or ultrasound (US).

1. **Cortical surface movement measurement**

One of the first indications of brain shift is the visible movement of the cortical surface after performing a craniotomy. The most obvious way to quantify such tissue movement is by measuring the position of the cortical surface, and comparing this to the surface derived from the pre-operative data. The simplest approach is to use the IGNS probe to obtain discrete samples of the surface, and to map these to homologous points on the pre-operative data.\textsuperscript{25} Other investigators have approached this task by using the focal point of a tracked operating microscope as a virtual probe tip.\textsuperscript{26}

In addition to sampling discrete points on the cortical surface, another surface based approach is to obtain cortical surface range images, either using stereo image pairs, or a range sensor. Such a device, whose position is known in the tracker frame of reference, can be used to obtain profiles of the cortical surface. These profiles, combined with a finite element model approach can be employed to estimate the movement of structures below the surface itself.\textsuperscript{27}

2. **Tomographic measurement: Intraoperative MRI**

Although intraoperative MRI can provide excellent images of the brain’s anatomical structures\textsuperscript{28–30} and is being used to study brain deformation,\textsuperscript{31} it has its limitations. First, a dedicated intraoperative MRI system requires a substantial investment for the scanner itself as well as equipping the operating room with MR-compatible instruments. In addition, the physical layout of many interventional MRI systems compromises the surgeon’s access to the operating field.

3. **Tomographic measurement: Intraoperative ultrasound**

Intraoperative US provides images that have little distortion, does not require a dedicated machine, and costs less than 10% of a typical MRI system. US systems are portable, enabling them to be shared, have few special logistical requirements and are compatible with existing OR equipment. US has a long established track record for intraoperative use in neurosurgery.\textsuperscript{32–40} Intraoperative US can be used to acquire images of the anatomy (B-mode) and of the vasculature (Color Doppler and Power Doppler) at any time during the operation. This information, if correlated to the pre-operative data, can be used directly to measure and correct for brain shift.
D. Ultrasound in surgical guidance

In order to use intraoperative US to study brain deformation that occurs during surgery, the images must be acquired so as to allow the mapping of the pixels in the intraoperative US images to homologous locations in the pre-operative images. This requires that a means of determining the position and orientation of the US image with respect to the pre-operative image be established. In 1994, Trobaugh et al. introduced the concept of correlating intraoperative US with pre-operative CT or MRI, by monitoring the position and orientation of the US transducer with a tracking device.\textsuperscript{41,42} Since then, others have developed techniques to either compare 2D ultrasound images to other modalities,\textsuperscript{43–45} or to accumulate a series of ultrasound images to create volumetric data sets.\textsuperscript{46–49}

Each of these techniques requires that the coordinate transformation from the US image space to the pre-operative image space be established. This is accomplished using a 3D tracking device or articulated arm attached to a stereotactic frame. The relationship between the US image and the tracker/stereotactic coordinate space is determined \textit{a priori} by performing a calibration procedure. Generally, this process requires that the operator obtain US images of a special imaging phantom, containing one or more targets at known locations in space. These targets typically consist of small, suspended beads or wire crosses. An assumption is made that the operator can position the transducer in such a way that the target is in the center of the US image slice. Prager et al. introduced a novel calibration phantom and technique to obtain this calibration automatically.\textsuperscript{50} In addition, various techniques for acquiring and displaying 3D (volumetric) ultrasound data have recently been described in the literature, and many of these have direct relevance to the acquisition of intraoperative US images.\textsuperscript{51,52}

E. Our approach

Our goal is to provide the surgeon with the ability to compare both the pre- and intraoperative information in real-time during a neurosurgical procedure. To achieve this we have combined qualitative and quantitative approaches to this problem. We provide tools to enable the surgeon to qualitatively assess the presence of intraoperative brain shift, quantitatively measure this shift, and then use the information to deform or "warp" the pre-operative images, effectively realigning them to the US image.

The first step toward achieving any of the above goals is to determine the position and orientation of an ultrasound image in the coordinate space defined by the pre-operative image.

In the following discussion, we refer to various "spaces" as illustrated by Fig. 1. Each defines a Cartesian coordinate system attached to a system component, i.e., the tracked probe, the probe holder, the patient, or the patient’s images. These coordinate systems may be related to each other using $4 \times 4$ transformation matrices. These can either be rigid body transformations, including rotation and translation, or affine transformations which are rigid body with the addition of scaling.

Referring to Fig. 1, and assuming that the brain and skull form a rigid body, any point $p_i$ in pre-operative image space can be represented as a point $p_u$ in intraoperative US image space with the relation:

$$ p_i = p_u h^u T h^T, $$

where $h^u T$ is the affine transformation from US image to tool holder space, $h^i T$ is the rigid body transformation from tool holder to the tracker origin, and $h^T$ is the affine transformation from tracker to pre-operative patient image space. $h^i T$ is obtained from the tracking device, $h^T$ is derived using one of the patient-image registration procedures described earlier, and $h^u T$ is calculated via the calibration procedure described below.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Calibration procedure

The components of the matrix $(h^T)$ describing the transformation from ultrasound image to tool holder space is determined using a calibration phantom which allows us to calculate the position of fiducial markers with respect to the phantom frame of reference ($p_p$). The phantom itself has holes milled into it at known locations, so that the location of the phantom in tracker space ($p_p T$) can be determined by identifying these points using a pointer attached to the tracker. If the ultrasound transducer is attached to the tracker during acquisition, then $p_p T$ (and thus $h^i T$) is known for each acquired image. With this information, the location of fiducial markers of any image can be expressed in a common probe-holder space by:

$$ p_h = p_p h^i T h^u T. $$

Thus we have the relation:

$$ p_u h^u T = p_h. $$

With $p_h$ and $p_u$, $h^u T$ can be determined using a least squares fitting technique.\textsuperscript{53} This procedure allows for multiple im-
ages of the phantom, and thus many fiducial points to be accumulated and used in the calculation of $\frac{\delta h}{\delta T}$.

### B. Ultrasound phantoms

Two phantoms were used to first calibrate and later validate our US based IGNS system. The calibration phantom is required to determine the transformation between the ultrasound image and the tracking device attached to the ultrasound transducer ($\frac{\delta h}{\delta T}$). The second phantom was employed to simulate brain deformation, and thus allow us to test the system's ability to detect and correct for this deformation.

#### 1. Phantom material poly (vinyl alcohol) cryogel (PVA-C)

For the work described here, we required a phantom that would be robust and stable over time, simulate the imaging characteristics of brain tissue with US, MRI and CT, and to exhibit mechanical characteristics that are close to that of the human brain.

PVA-C provides these qualities. This material is first prepared as a viscous fluid, which is then poured into a mold, and subjected to repeated freeze/thaw cycles. The mechanical properties of the PVA-C (along with the T1 and T2 MRI characteristics) may be controlled by varying the PVA-C/water concentration on the original mixture, as well as by changing the number of freeze–thaw cycles to which the mixture is subsequently exposed. Provided the material is stored in a humid environment, it appears to be stable over time (at least 3 years, in our experience).

#### 2. Calibration phantom

Our present calibration phantom is an improvement on previous work. Its design follows that of a stereotactic frame, in that it defines a coordinate space, and contains fiducial markers that allow the locations of tomographic images to be determined within this space. It is constructed of PVA-C and contains 4 Z-bar fiducial markers (Fig. 2). The intersection of the three segments of the Z-bar with the image plane appear as three dots on the image. The principle of similar triangles along with the known location of the Z-bar in the phantom’s coordinate space is used to calculate the location of the center marker within the phantom. Using the four Z-bars, four sets of homologous points in both the phantom and the image coordinate space are obtained. This fiducial marker configuration permits the position of the center of the US slice to be determined, and is thus relatively immune to variations in slice thickness.

#### 3. Deformation phantom

This phantom was constructed to allow us to image simulated tissue components with both MRI and US, under both standard and deformed conditions. The phantom consists of a PVA-C disk [Fig. 3(a)], a supporting collar, and a water bath container [Fig. 3(b)]. The disk was constructed by creating two hemisphere molds which have ridged outer edges to simulate cortical surfaces, as well as fluid compartments to simulate blood vessels and ventricles. These molds were filled with PVA-C (10% PVA/vol) and subjected to a single freeze/thaw cycle. These hemispheres were removed from the mold and placed symmetrically in a larger cylindrical mold. The gaps between the hemispheres and the cylinder
wall were filled with additional PVA (15%/vol) and subjected to another freeze/thaw cycle. The contrast generated by both the differences in PVA-C concentration and the number of freeze/thaw cycles between the various components within the phantom provided MRI contrast of the simulated cortical surface and a “mid-line” between the “hemispheres.” These edges and fluid compartments were visualized in both MRI and US. The disk is partially surrounded by a Plexiglas collar for support while allowing a window for ultrasound imaging. The disk and collar are immersed in a 5% glycerin bath for both MRI and US imaging. The phantom can be deformed in a controlled manner by adjusting any of the seven screws which protrude into the container to support the collar and the phantom.

C. System description

Our navigation system consists of an ATL Ultramark 9 ultrasound system with a P7-4 multi-frequency probe (Advanced Technologies Laboratories Inc., Bothwell, WA). The probe is attached to a six degree of freedom tracking device, either a Surgicom articulated arm (FARO Technologies, Lake Mary, FL), or a Polaris freehand optical tracking system (Northern Digital, Waterloo, ON). Both systems monitor the position and orientation of a probe holder, to which tools are attached (e.g., pointer, transducer). The NTSC video output of the US system is connected to a frame grabber on a Macintosh G3 workstation (Apple Computer, Cupertino, CA). During image acquisition, the workstation obtains the position and orientation of the probe holder from the tracker via the serial port. Our IGNS software allows us to register the pre-operative data to the patient for general image guidance. Using the US calibration information, we can also display the live ultrasound data and the corresponding plane of pre-operative data simultaneously.

1. Qualitative display tools

The most basic data that can be provided to the surgeons is qualitative information that allows them to compare the pre- and intraoperative images. We provide both a region of interest (ROI) overlay tool, and a manual feature extraction tool to permit the comparison of co-planar views of the live US and pre-operative data. The ROI tool allows the user to define a rectangular region that can overlay the US image on the MRI and vice versa (Fig. 4). This ROI can be moved over the image interactively with the computer mouse to obtain a qualitative appreciation of the differences of the two images.
The feature extraction tool allows the user either to drop individual markers or to draw spline-based curves on one of the co-planar images, and to display them on the homologous image (Fig. 4). This permits the delineation of point structures (e.g., blood vessels crossing the image plane) or boundaries (e.g., ventricles) from one image, and their locations to be visualized in the other image. These manually delineated structures can be stored and used to quantify and correct the deformation as described below.

2. Deformation quantification/correction tools

After visualizing any deformation, the next step is to quantify its extent and correct for it. We have incorporated tools that allow the surgeon to measure distances between homologous points in the pre- and intraoperative space, and use the feature extraction tool to delineate and compare homologous curves. Finally, these homologous points and curves can be used to determine a series of deformation vectors that can be propagated over a 2D grid to approximate the deformation over the entire image. This vector grid can be applied to the pre-operative data to deform it to better reflect the intraoperative geometry.

D. Operating room procedure

During surgery, the patient- and image-spaces are related by the rigid body transformation obtained by identification of homologous points, followed by application of the least-squares minimization technique discussed earlier. The selected features usually include the bridge of the nose, inner and outer canthi of the eyes, and the tragus of the ear. Visual verification is performed by placing the pointer on the skin surface at several points around the head, and observing the image location on the screen. If the location on the screen is off the skin by more than 2–3 mm the registration is repeated.

The US image acquisition configuration depends on the tracking system used. When employing the Faro arm, the ultrasound transducer is first placed in a sterile plastic bag and attached to a sterilized adapter, which in turn is attached to the tracking device (also in a sterile bag). When using the Polaris optical tracker, the transducer is attached to the optical emitters, and both are placed in a clear sterile bag. When images are acquired, the transducer is placed lightly on either the cortical surface or the dura (Fig. 5), with frequent irrigation with saline, or directly into the saline-filled surgical cavity after the initial resection. We point out that both the Faro and Polaris trackers have similar accuracy characteristics and perform the same tracking task. The advantage of the Faro arm is that it is mechanical and the probe is tracked under all circumstances. Its bulk nevertheless makes it somewhat intrusive in the operating room. The optical Polaris tracker is light and much less intrusive, but its major disadvantage is that it must always maintain sight-lines with the tracking cameras. The optically based tracker offers more maneuvering flexibility than mechanical arms, and better accuracy and reliability than magnetic position sensors (another common tracking approach), particularly in the metallic environment of the operating room. The tracking system allows a tracked reference frame object to be attached to the skull clamp, permitting camera movement during the procedure without loss of registration.

After registration and skin incision, a series of points \((n \sim 25)\) is sampled with the pointer on the skull surface. The skull points can be used to further evaluate the registration quality, although no correction is possible at this point. Following the craniotomy and after the dura has been opened, an additional point set is acquired over the surface of the cortex. Ultrasound images are also acquired by lightly placing the transducer on the cortical surface and applying irrigation for acoustic coupling.

III. RESULTS

A. System characterization—validation

1. Ultrasound calibration reproducibility

Ultrasound calibration results using the original calibration phantom for the Faro arm have been previously reported.\(^55\) In order to verify that the US calibration transformation \((\mathcal{T})\) is reproducible for the optical tracker, four sets of calibration images (four images per set) were obtained at maximum imaging depth (MID) settings of 7 and 9 cm. The maximum imaging depth represents the distance from the transducer face to the most distal tissue displayed at the bottom of the screen. The phantom was localized in tracker
space, using a pointer attached to the tracker to identify holes milled into the support plates. With these, four probe calibrations were obtained for the two depths and compared.

Table I summarizes the reproducibility results. From these, it can be seen that the actual offset for either depth remains relatively unchanged, meaning that the origin of the US image is independent of the MID setting, and that any differences in the images are only the result of changes in pixel scaling.

### 2. Overall system accuracy target localization error (TLE)

In order to verify the overall system accuracy, a CT scan of the calibration phantom was obtained (pixel size=0.5 mm, slice thickness=1.5 mm, slice gap=1.5 mm) and used as a simulated pre-operative data set. The data were accurately registered to the phantom using the pointer to identify holes (filled with contrast agent during imaging) milled into the phantom, and a mouse to select their representations in the images. Once a satisfactory registration was obtained, the tracked US transducer was used to image the phantom. Five image pairs of both the US and the co-planar CT data were acquired for each imaging depth. The fiducial markers were identified on both the US and CT images, yielding 20 pairs of fiducial marker coordinates (per depth run) which were compared.

Table II summarizes the results from the determination of TLE. These demonstrate that with accurate fiducial marker registration, one can map an US image pixel to its homologous MRI pixel with an accuracy of ≲1.3 mm.

#### B. Deformation visualization/correction

**1. Deformation visualization**

The PVA-C phantom was assembled and the screws initially set such that there was no deformation. MR images were obtained (T1-weighted gradient echo sequence, TR=14 ms, TE=6 ms, Flip angle=23 degrees, Averages=5) and transferred to the IGNS system. The phantom was then fixed on a table, and registered with the MRI data using the IGNS probe. Once an acceptable registration was obtained, US images were acquired and visualized with the IGNS software.

Without moving the phantom holder, the PVA-C disk was deformed by tightening the retaining screws in a diagonal fashion, creating a deformation of the ventricles and movement of the simulated cortical surface and blood vessels. The phantom was imaged again with the US system. The US and co-planar MR images were qualitatively compared using the interactive ROI tool to visualize the US superimposed on the MR images, and by delineating and visualizing the ventricles and blood vessels with the drawing tools. The deformation was assessed by measuring the distance between the homologous vessel points as represented on the MR and US images. The movements of the simulated blood vessels (within the US field of view) ranged from 3.7 to 9.4 mm. Images of both the nondeformed MRI and the US images of the deformed phantom were stored for later correction.

The phantom was imaged in the deformed state with the MRI using the previous parameters. An oblique image that was co-planar with the stored US/MRI image pair was obtained and stored so that MRI/US and MRI/MRI deformation detection could be compared. As before, structures were delineated in the deformed MRI image for examination.

---

**Table I.** Results of the reproducibility study for the US image to tracker offset (the distance from the tracker origin to the US image origin in the tracker frame of reference) for two common US maximum imaging depth (MID) settings. Mean represents the average value for four calibration trials in the X, Y, and Z directions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tracker to US image offset (nm)</th>
<th>7-cm MID</th>
<th>9-cm MID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X(mm)</td>
<td>Y(mm)</td>
<td>Z(mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>-175.8</td>
<td>-35.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum deviation</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table II.** Average differences (target registration error) in the x, y, z directions (phantom reference frame) and distance magnitude between the ultrasound and co-planar CT-derived fiducial marker coordinates (n=20), for US MID’s of 7 and 9 cm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7-cm MID</th>
<th>Target registration error</th>
<th>9-cm MID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ΔX(mm)</td>
<td>ΔY(mm)</td>
<td>ΔZ(mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum deviation</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. Deformation correction

One pair of images (one US and one coplanar MR image) was selected for deformation analysis. The phantom outline was obtained and the ventricles, simulated blood vessels and visible sulci were delineated as above on both images (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7). The phantom outline was employed to define the border of the deformation area. The ventricle outlines were then converted to a discrete set of deformation vectors by parametrically sampling the homologous spline curves to obtain a series of homologous point pairs, which were subsequently combined with some of the vessel point pairs to obtain a series of deformation vectors. Some vessel point pairs were deliberately left out of the calculations so that they could be used later to determine the TLE in the warped image. These vectors were then applied to a vector grid (64 × 64 nodes, of which only a subset is displayed in Fig. 8 for clarity) to obtain an initial deformation condition [Fig. 8(a)]. These initial deformations were linearly interpolated by propagating their values to their neighboring nodes using the following iterative technique.

**Step 1**: For each initial displacement vector, locate and apply the displacement to the nearest grid node.

**Step 2**: For each displaced node, notify neighboring nodes of the displacement.

**Step 3**: For each node notified of a neighbor’s movement, calculate a new displacement vector by taking the average displacement of all its neighbors, and flag itself as displaced.

**Step 4**: If either the maximum displacement is above the minimum stop threshold, or the iteration count is below a preset maximum, repeat from step 2, otherwise, stop.

A similar result would be expected using a thin plate spline algorithm. Figure 8(b) shows the resulting deformation grid, which was applied to the original MR image yielding a piecewise linearly warped image (Fig. 9). The deformation for pixels between grid points was determined using linear interpolation. The visualization tools were then used to compare the US images with the warped MR image for discrepancies. Figure 9(a) shows the warped image with the ventricle curves derived from both the US image of the deformed phantom (dashed) and the nonwarped MRI (solid), and demonstrates good agreement between the US derived curves and the warped MRI. Figure 9(b) displays the warped, or realigned MRI with the US image shown within the ROI. The position of the simulated vessels seen in the upper quad-
rant of the US ROI agree well with that of the homologous vessels in the warped MRI. The previously identified vessel point pairs that were not used to calculate the deformation grid were identified in the warped MR image, and comparison of their positions when seen in the ultrasound yielded discrepancies ranging from 0.7 to 2.0 mm, with an average of 1.3 mm.

The magnitude of the movement for each grid point was obtained and linearly interpolated to match its resolution to that of the MR image. Figure 10(a) shows the deformation magnitude superimposed as contours on the phantom structures for the MRI pre-deformation and US post-deformation derived grid.

The same procedure of delineating structures was performed in the post-deformation MR image, and deformation grids were obtained using the pre-deformed and post-deformed MR derived features. Figure 10(b) illustrates the resulting deformation magnitudes from one such calculation superimposed as contours on the nonwarped MRI. The deformation grid was then applied to the nondeformed MRI.

Visual comparison of the deformation magnitude contours from the US/MRI and MRI/MRI deformations show good agreement. The distances from the homologous simulated blood vessels in the deformed MRI and warped MRI were measured, and ranged from 0.5 to 1.9 mm, with an average value of 1.3 mm. Table III compares the average, maximum and minimum of the deformation magnitudes of all grid nodes, confirming agreement between the US/MRI and MRI/MRI derived values.

C. Intraoperative examples

1. Intraoperative case 1

The following example was a neurosurgical case involving the extension of a previous tumour resection. The MRI data set was registered to the patient, and surface points (skin, skull, dura and cortex) were acquired according to the protocol described above. The Polaris optical tracker was used to track both the pointer and the ultrasound transducer.
After image acquisition, the ROI tool was used to compare the US images to their co-planar MRI equivalents (Fig. 11). The surgeon was able to qualitatively assess the degree of brain shift by comparing the relative position of homologous structures, including the falx and the tumour boundary. The tumour boundary was manually delineated on the pre-

**TABLE III.** Grid node displacements obtained by comparing nondeformed MRI to the deformed US, and nondeformed MRI to the deformed MRI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grid point displacements</th>
<th>MRI-US (mm)</th>
<th>MRI-MRI (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>5.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>9.72</td>
<td>9.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 10.** Deformation distance (magnitudes) superimposed as contours on the nondeformed MRI of the deformation phantom. (a) Deformation obtained by comparing nondeformed MRI images to deformed US images. (b) Deformation obtained by comparing nondeformed and deformed MRI.

**Fig. 11.** Comparison between pre-operative and intraoperative images during a tumour resection. (a) Gadolinium enhanced T1-weighted MRI reformatting to match the intraoperative US. (b) Intraoperative US image showing previous resection boundary and the mid-line (falx). Light curve (arrow) indicates resection boundary manually delineated from pre-operative MRI (a) (c) ROI tool display superimposing US onto co-planar MRI. Display shows good agreement in the mid-line structures while showing a suspected shift in the tumour boundaries.
operative MR image using the feature extraction tool, and the resulting curve was overlaid on the US image to further assess the suspected tumour shift.

2. Intraoperative case 2

The second example is that of a neurosurgical procedure involving the partial resection of the hippocampus and the amygdala (selective amygdalo-hyp hippocampectomy) for the treatment of intractable epilepsy. Patient registration and image acquisition were performed as described above, with the Polaris device again being used to track the pointer and ultrasound transducer.

Figure 12 shows relevant images from the case. It can be seen in A, B and C that while there has been contraction of the ventricles, the mid-line structures (falx) have remained relatively fixed. Figure 12(d) shows the displacement grid obtained by delineating the ventricles, falx and the skull from the pre-operative MRI and the intraoperative US, and the cortical surface delineated from the pre-operative MRI and the intraoperative sampled surface points. Thus, the US image is used to derive deformation information in depth while the discreet point samples are used to obtain deformation information of the brain surface. Figure 12(e) shows the deformation magnitude as interpreted from the US image superimposed on the nondeformed MRI. It should be noted that the deformation information is only relevant within the field of view of the US transducer. Finally, Figure 12(f) shows the warped oblique MRI obtained by applying the deformation grid (d). The ventricular contraction as well as the “sinking” of the cortical surface is clearly demonstrated.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Clinical usefulness

The primary goal of this project was to provide neurosurgeons with an IGNS system having practical tools to evaluate the extent of intraoperative brain shift and its effect on the accuracy of pre-operative images. The second goal was to apply quantitative methods to correct selected pre-operative images for the distortions.

To satisfy the first goal, real-time visualization tools were developed to allow the surgeon to acquire intraoperative US images, and to compare them to the pre-operative MR slices. The spatial tracking hardware was selected to provide good freedom of movement, and to minimize the intrusiveness of the tracking hardware on the operating environment.

The ROI tool provides a fast and intuitive method of comparing the pre- and intraoperative images. In addition to the qualitative ROI tool, the delineation tools (markers and manual spline curves) allow more detailed and quantitative analysis to be performed on the images.

While the initial number of cases where the system was used is limited, it is worth noting that almost no movement of the falx, with respect to cortical structures on the contralateral side was observed in many of these cases. This agrees with intraoperative MRI studies as well as personal observation of the surgical staff. This finding may suggest that a convenient boundary condition may be employed in the deformation process, restricting the calculations to the hemisphere affected by the surgery. If this proves to be consistent, it will have to be accounted for in current finite element model based approaches in characterizing the deformation. The dynamics of tissue movement are less clear in procedures involving the falx itself.

B. System limitations

Although these tools have proven to be useful to the surgeons, there are limitations that require consideration. (1) Inaccuracies may be introduced by the use of exclusively 2D images for measuring brain shift. (2) The overall system accuracy limits the resolution of movement that can be observed. (3) The anatomic features used to assess shift may differ in appearance in the two imaging modalities. (4) The area where deformation correction is relevant is limited to the neighborhood of the homologous features identified.

1. Using 2D images to detect 3D shift

The use of two-dimensional images to study an inherently three-dimensional tissue shift requires that we assume the movement occurs in a principal direction, and that we can
orient the intraoperative US image in such a way that this principal direction lies within the plane of the image, capturing the shift.

Other investigators have published preliminary results of cortical surface brain shift measurements\cite{6,59} and have found that the direction of gravity and the direction of the normal to the cortex have a major influence in the direction of brain shift after craniotomy. This intuitive situation is supported by personal observation. The US imaging plane can easily be selected to capture this motion. Furthermore, because the system can display images in real time, many planes parallel to the direction of gravity and normal to the cortical surface may be readily acquired and examined.

2. Accuracy considerations

The phantom-based validation results show that when the registration error is minimized, landmarks can be mapped from pre-operative to intraoperative image space to within a few millimeters. Other investigators have reported that registration error, or more importantly, the TLE\cite{60} is highly dependent on fiducial localization error (FLE) and can vary between 2 and 5 mm. We also would expect a similar accuracy limit in our ability to detect brain deformation using the ROI and manual feature extraction tool. Since we can already detect deformations on the order of 10–20 mm on the cortical surface, this already represents a significant improvement. If higher accuracy is required for this procedure, or for any pre-operative image based IGNS, a more accurate registration method must be employed. When required, implanted fiducial markers may be used to lower the FLE and thus the TLE.\cite{16} The accuracy required of the IGNS system for a particular procedure is ultimately decided by the surgeon, who chooses the trade-off between desired accuracy and the invasiveness of the registration procedure. It is impossible to decouple the linear registration error from the nonlinear deformation of the brain. Therefore, in the case of the pre-operative image restoration procedure, the component of the registration error that lies in the plane of the US image will be detected and corrected along with the nonlinear brain deformation.

The calibration employed to determine the transformation from the US image to the tool holder reference frame assumes that the speed of sound in the phantom and the target (brain) are identical. In reality, the speed of sound in the PVA-C used in the phantom is 1535 m/s, while the speed of sound in the brain is approximately 1510 m/s.\cite{61} Unless explicitly corrected for, this assumption leads to a localization error of 1.6\%, or 1 mm at an imaging depth of 6 cm. In addition, the differences of the speed of sound in the different tissues within the brain may lead to inaccuracies, but to a lesser extent than that caused by the PVA-C/average brain difference.

3. Anatomic feature selection

The question of anatomic feature matching is complex. The feature that generates diagnostic contrast must be the same for the two modalities employed. Certain structures, including the ventricular wall, the falx, the vessels and cortical folds when visible in US (i.e., tissue/CSF interfaces) may be easily and reliably matched between MR, CT and US. The validity of other features, for example the tumor border as seen in US and infused MRI, must be examined before they can be reliably used as features for movement detection and correction. This must be taken into account when assessing brain shift.

The accuracy of the estimation of the deformation depends on the density of homologous features. The actual feature density in the image will vary from case to case, and thus so will the accuracy. The phantom studies presented here show the potential of this technique, while the second intraoperative case shows a more typical example.

C. Future work

There are several avenues still to be explored, including how to use and improve existing tools to increase our understanding of brain shift during surgery, and how to correct for its effect.

The existing system is currently being used on a regular basis in the operating room, and data from its use are being accumulated and correlated to help increase our general understanding of the nature of tissue shift.

This system is being improved by examining other methods to estimate and characterize the deformation (e.g., thin plate splines). Methods of characterizing the confidence of the estimation of deformation throughout the image based on feature density are being examined. This will allow us to better evaluate where the deformation correction is relevant. The system is also being augmented to enable the accumulation of multiple US images into a volumetric data set. Finally, techniques for automatically extracting homologous features from images made with the two modalities are being explored. These facilities will help us move toward our ultimate goal of automatically warping the pre-operative MR images to match the intraoperative US data.
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